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a b s t r a c t

Social complexity and sustainability emerge from successful problem solving, rather than

directly from environmental conditions. Social complexity develops from problem solving

at all scales from local to national and international. Complexity in problem solving is an

economic function, and can both support and hinder sustainability. Sustainability outcomes

may take decades or centuries to develop. Historical studies reveal three outcomes to long-

term change in problem-solving institutions: collapse, resiliency through simplification, or

continuity based on growing complexity and increasing energy subsidies. The slow devel-

opment of complexity in problem solving makes its effects difficult to perceive, especially

over short time periods. Long-term social sustainability depends on understanding and

controlling complexity. New strategies to mitigate or control complexity are offered.
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1. Introduction

The contemporary science of complexity extends an intellec-

tual tradition developed in the older fields of systems theory

and information theory (e.g., Shannon and Weaver, 1949;

Ashby, 1956; Brillouin, 1956; von Bertalanffy, 1968). A premise

of these fields is that diverse kinds of systems display

commonalities in structure, organization, and behavior that

make it possible to generalize across otherwise disparate types

of phenomena. Perhaps the greatest accomplishment of this

approach came in the 1970s, when Miller (1978) developed a

comprehensive synthesis in which he reduced the structure

and organization of living systems to a few common

components, such as boundaries, reproducers, matter-energy

processors, and information processing subsystems. The

sciences of complexity that coalesced in the research of
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the Santa Fe Institute (e.g., Gleick, 1987; Kauffman, 1993), in

hierarchy theory (e.g., Simon, 1965; Pattee, 1973; Allen and

Starr, 1982; Allen and Hoekstra, 1992; Ahl and Allen, 1996), and

in the approach that Holling and Gunderson label ‘‘panarchy’’

(Holling, 2001; Holling and Gunderson, 2002; Holling et al.,

2002) have continued and updated the tradition of searching

for cross-system regularities.

Yet cross-system generalizations have limits, and the

points at which they fail may suggest insights that are not

achievable in a comparative framework. While it is possible to

compare ecological and social systems in some dimensions,

the origins of complexity in each type of system, and the

relationship of complexity to sustainability, are often very

different. There has been, for example, a tradition within

ecology to equate complexity with diversity, and diversity

with stability or sustainability. This line of reasoning is several

decades old (e.g., Odum, 1953; Elton, 1958; May, 1972), yet still
d.
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of widespread interest (McCann, 2000; Loehle, 2004). Diversity

and complexity emerge in an ecological system from available

energy and water, and from competition, which stimulate

speciation or support immigration (Schneider and Kay, 1994;

Allen et al., 2003, pp. 331, 335, 341; Jørgensen and Fath, 2004).

As species develop to tap unused energy, or immigrate from

elsewhere, increases in diversity and redundancy of structure

and function, it is argued, give rise to stability (McCann, 2000,

pp. 230–232).

Much as the availability of energy in an ecosystem

generates greater diversity in structure and organization, it

was once thought that human social complexity emerged

from surplus energy. The assumptions underpinning this view

have rarely been explored. The fundamental assumption is

that cultural complexity is desirable, and that people will

develop it given the opportunity (that is, surplus energy). This

view is now known to be naive (e.g., Tainter, 1988, 2000b). As

discussed below, not only are humans notprone to complexity,

we are in many situations averse to it.

In a human system, the relationship of complexity to

stability or sustainability is more nuanced than simply

equating diversity with stability. Complexity often compels

the production of energy, rather than following its abundance.

Social complexity both enhances and undermines sustain-

ability, depending on a number of factors that it is my purpose

here to describe (see also Tainter, 1988, 1995, 2000b; Allen et al.,

2003). In a human society, complexity is linked fundamentally

and inextricably to sustainability, but that relationship is

neither simple, nor direct, nor constant.
2. Definitions

Collapse, complexity, sustainability, and resiliency are com-

mon terms, yet are frequently offered without definition, or

with definitions that are less than useful (Tainter, 2001, pp.

349–350; Allen et al., 2003, pp. 24–26). I have previously defined

sociopolitical collapse as a rapid simplification, the loss of an

established level of social, political, or economic complexity

(Tainter, 1988, 1999). Complexity is more challenging to define

singularly. As it has become a popular topic in recent years,

competing definitions of complexity have made it difficult to

clarify the concept. The nuances of these different concep-

tions are not helpful in understanding the relationship of

social complexity to sustainability; those interested may

consult the growing literature on this topic. To understand

sustainability, it is useful to conceptualize complexity in

human social systems as differentiation in both structure and

behavior, and/or degree of organization or constraint (Tainter,

1988, 2000b; Allen et al., 2003; see also Allen et al., 1999). Social

systems vary in complexity as they diversify or contract in

structure and behavior, and/or as they increase or decrease in

organizational constraints on behavior.

The definition of sustainability most widely cited was

offered in 1987 by Gro Harlem Bruntland, then Prime Minister

of Norway: ‘‘Sustainable development is development that

meets the needs of the present without compromising the

ability of future generations to meet their own needs’’ (World

Commission on Environment and Development, 1987, p. 43).

While this definition will no doubt continue to be widely cited,
it has limited operational usefulness. Befitting a political

leader, the definition is too general to guide behavior. It is so

vague ‘‘. . . as to be consistent with almost any form of action

(or inaction)’’ (Pearce et al., 1994, p. 457).

The Oxford English Dictionary lists twelve definitions of

‘‘sustain,’’ of which two seem especially pertinent. Number

four, deriving from Middle English, reads ‘‘To keep in being; to

continue in a certain state; to keep or maintain at the proper

level or standard; to preserve the status of.’’ Number six, from

about 1700, is ‘‘To support life in; to provide for the life or

bodily needs of; to furnish with the necessities of life; to keep’’

(Orions, 1955, p. 2095). This later definition is consistent with,

indeed underpins, biologists’ conceptions of sustainability:

the maintenance of ecosystems and life-support systems.

These definitions are not mutually exclusive. They could be

merged to achieve a unified conception of sustainability (e.g.,

‘‘to keep or maintain by furnishing the necessities of life’’). The

older definition, though, is more consistent with common

usage. Since sustainability depends ultimately on the popula-

tion at large, common conceptions of sustainability must be

acknowledged. People sustain what they value, which can

only derive from what they know. Ask people what they wish

to sustain, and the answer will always involve positive or

valued parts of their current way of life. For example, conflict

between environmental advocates and rural people who live

by natural resource production is not just about ecology versus

economics. The conflict is also about sustaining a way of life

(Tainter, 2001, 2003).

Resiliency is a concept that is much discussed today (e.g.,

Holling, 2001; Holling and Gunderson, 2002; Holling et al.,

2002). Given the discussion above, it is important to distin-

guish sustainability from resiliency. Sustainability is the

capacity to continue a desired condition or process, social

or ecological. Resiliency is the ability of a system to adjust its

configuration and function under disturbance. In social

systems, resiliency can mean abandoning sustainability goals

and the values that underlie them. Sustainability and

resiliency can conflict (Allen et al., 2003, p. 26).

The goal of human groups is more often sustainability or

continuity than resilience. Most of us prefer the comfort of an

accustomed life (sustainability) to the adventure of dramatic

change (resiliency). We find it difficult to recognize, let alone

alter, the ingrained values that underlie our sustainability

goals. A fully resilient society would be a valueless one, which

by definition cannot be. Nevertheless, resiliency is evident in

human history, and important to understand when it occurs.

An important case study in resiliency is described below.
3. Social complexity and problem solving

It is common to think of social sustainability as a direct

function of ecological support systems. If the environment

cannot deliver the products and services on which people

depend, social sustainability will presumably decline. Envir-

onmental deterioration is one of the most common explana-

tions for the collapse of ancient societies (summarized in

Tainter, 1988, 2000a). Yet the relationship of ecosystem

structure and function to social sustainability is not simple

or direct. Changes that an ecologist might characterize as
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degradation may, for a human population, constitute merely a

change in the opportunity spectrum.

Degradation is often taken to be the opposite of sustain-

ability. Yet it manifests itself in counterintuitive ways. Sander

van der Leeuw and his colleagues have studied degradation

across parts of Europe and the Mediterranean Basin. van der

Leeuw points out that degradation is a social construct. It has

no absolute references in biophysical processes. In the Vera

Basin of Spain degradation manifests itself in erosion, a

common understanding of the term. In Epirus, in the north-

west of Greece, however, degradation appears as an increase

of scrub vegetation that chokes off a formerly open landscape.

A centuries-old pastoral life, in which local villages were

sustainably self-sufficient, is now impossible. To urban

residents the landscape now appears ‘‘natural,’’ but to

Epirotes it has been degraded. Moreover the spread of shrub

and tree cover has reduced the supply of groundwater and the

flow of springs. As mountain vegetation thrives that lower

down declines. When soil is eroded from the Epirote

mountains it forms rich deposits in valleys that have

sustained agriculture for millennia (van der Leeuw, 1998;

van der Leeuw et al., 2000; Bailey et al., 1998; Bailiff et al., 1998;

Green et al., 1998). Here mountaintop species have suffered

while agroecosystems thrived, and the contrast with erosion

in the Vera Basin is profound. It is clear in these examples that

in the realm of sustainability and degradation there are

winners and losers. Far from being rigidly linked to biophysical

processes, these terms mean what people need them to mean

in specific circumstances.

The relationship of environmental condition to human

sustainability is indirect and subtle. The relationship is

mediated by human capacities in problem solving. Sustain-

ability is not the achievement of stasis. It is not a passive

consequence of having fewer humans who consume more

limited resources. One must work at being sustainable. The

challenges to sustainability that any society (or other institu-

tion) might confront are, for practical purposes, endless in

number and infinite in variety. This being so, sustainability is a

matter of problem solving, an activity so commonplace that

we perform it with little reflection. Rarely does science address

itself to understand problem solving, or its long-term

consequences.

The success of problem solving rests to a great degree of the

complexity of the effort and, over the long term, on under-

standing and controlling this complexity. If there is a

generalization on which most historians would agree, it is

that human societies of the past 12,000 years have, on average

and in many specific instances, greatly increased in size and

complexity. The components of this trend include growing

populations; greater technical abilities; hierarchy; differentia-

tion and specialization in social roles; greater scales of

integration; and increasing production and flow of informa-

tion. We usually think that our success as a species comes

from such characteristics as upright posture, an opposable

thumb, and a large and richly networked brain. We are

successful in large part because these features allow us rapidly

to increase the complexity of our behavior. Any number of

measures could be summoned to show that, in at least the

industrial world, human well-being has in recent decades

benefited from this trend. Perhaps the most unequivocal of
such measures is the increase in average health and lifespan

of the past two centuries. We are, on balance, better off for

having grown complex. Complexity clearly has great utility in

problem solving.

At the same time, we are paradoxically averse to complex-

ity. In 4 million years of hominid existence, complexity is

recent and rare. This is because every increase in complexity

has a cost. The cost of complexity is the energy, labor, money,

or time that is needed to create, maintain, and replace

systems that grow to have more and more parts, more

specialists, more regulation of behavior, and more informa-

tion. Before the development of fossil fuels, increasing the

complexity and costliness of a society meant that people

worked harder.

Thus, the development of complexity is a wonderful

dilemmas of human history. Over the past 12,000 years, we

have responded to challenges with strategies that cost more

labor, time, money, and energy, and that go against our

aversion to such costs. We have done this because most of the

time complexity works. It is a basic problem-solving tool.

Confronted with problems, we often respond by developing

more complex technologies, establishing new institutions,

adding more specialists or bureaucratic levels to an institu-

tion, increasing organization or regulation, or gathering and

processing more information. Such increases in complexity

work in part because they can be implemented rapidly, and

typically build on what was developed before. While we

usually prefer not to bear the cost of complexity, our problem-

solving efforts are powerful complexity generators. All that is

needed for growth of complexity is a problem that requires it.

Since problems continually arise, there is persistent pressure

for complexity to increase.

The costliness of complexity is not a mere annoyance or

inconvenience. It conditions the long-term success or failure

of problem-solving efforts. Complexity can be viewed as an

economic function. Societies and institutions invest in

problem solving, undertaking costs and expecting benefits

in return. In any system of problem solving, early efforts

tend to be simple and cost-effective. That is, they work and

give high returns per unit of effort. This is a normal

economic process: humans always tend to pluck the lowest

fruit, going to higher branches only when those lower no

longer hold fruit. In problem-solving systems, inexpensive

solutions are adopted before more complex and expensive

ones. In the history of human food-gathering and produc-

tion, for example, labor-sparing hunting and gathering gave

way to more labor-intensive agriculture, which in some

places has been replaced by industrial agriculture that

consumes more energy than it produces (Boserup, 1965;

Clark and Haswell, 1966; Cohen, 1977). We produce minerals

and energy whenever possible from the most economic

sources. Our societies have changed from egalitarian

relations, economic reciprocity, ad hoc leadership, and

generalized roles to social and economic differentiation,

specialization, inequality, and full-time leadership. These

characteristics are the essence of complexity, and they

increase the costliness of any society.

As high-return solutions are progressively implemented,

only more costly solutions remain. As the highest-return ways

to produce resources, process information, and organize
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Fig. 1 – The marginal productivity of increasing complexity.

At a point such as B1, C3, the costs of complexity exceed

the benefits, and complexity is a disadvantageous

approach to problem solving (after Tainter, 1988, p. 119).
society are applied, continuing problems must be addressed in

ways that are more costly and less cost-effective. As the costs

of solving problems grow, the point is reached where further

investments in complexity do not give a proportionate return.

Increments of investment in complexity begin to yield smaller

and smaller increments of return. The marginal return (that is,

the return per extra unit of investment) starts to decline

(Fig. 1). This is the long-term challenge faced by problem-

solving institutions: diminishing returns to complexity. If

allowed to proceed unchecked, eventually it brings ineffective

problem solving and even economic stagnation. In the most

pernicious form, diminishing returns to complexity have

made societies vulnerable to collapse (Tainter, 1988, 1999). A

prolonged period of diminishing returns to complexity is a

major part of what makes problem solving ineffective and

societies or institutions unsustainable.

This principle can be illustrated in two primary areas of

problem solving: producing resources and producing informa-

tion. In the following examples, people solve the problems of

obtaining resources and producing information in ways that

are economically rational. They prefer behavior and institu-

tions that are inexpensive. When problems require new ways

of meeting their needs, they adopt increasing complexity and

experience diminishing returns. This discussion illustrates

the path typically followed by problem-solving institutions:

increasing complexity, increasing costliness, and diminishing

returns to complexity.

3.1. Producing resources

The members of industrial societies are socialized to think

that it is normal to produce as much as possible. Maximizing

production is, however, a recent development. Our ancestors

typically produced much less than they were capable of, and

many people still do. When anthropologist Richard Lee studied

the !Kung Bushmen of the Kalahari Desert, he found them

working only 2.5 days per week to obtain all the food they

needed (Lee, 1968, 1969). With a little extra effort they could

have produced more, but preferred to spend their time at

leisure.
Subsistence farmers also tend to underproduce, so that labor

is underutilized and inefficiently deployed. Posposil (1963)

observed Kapauku Papuans of New Guinea, for example, wor-

king only about 2 h a day at agriculture. Robert Carneiro found

that Kuikuru men in the Amazon Basin spend 2 h each day at

agriculturalworkand90 minfishing.Theremainderof theday is

spent in social activities or at rest. With a little extra effort such

people could produce much more than they do (Sahlins, 1972).

Subsistence farmers in more economically developed

places have followed similar reasoning, including peasants

of pre-revolutionary Russia. A.V. Chayanov studied the

intensity of labor among 25 families in the farming commu-

nity of Volokolamsk. Chayanov found that the larger the

relative number of workers per household, the less work each

person performed. Productive intensity in Volokolamsk varied

inversely with productive capacity (Sahlins, 1972, p. 91). Even

under the harsh conditions in which they lived, these Russian

peasants underproduced. Those able to produce the most

actually underproduced the most. They valued leisure more

highly than the marginal return to extra labor.

The economist Ester Boserup confronted this dilemma in

her classic work The Conditions of Agricultural Growth (1965). She

argued that the key to persistent underproduction is the

marginal productivity of labor. While intensification in non-

mechanized cultivation causes the productivity of land to

increase, it causes the productivity of labor to decline. Each

extra unit of labor produces less output per unit than did the

first unit of labor. Kapauku Papuans, Kuikuru, Russian

peasants, and other subsistence farmers produce less than

they might for the simple reason that increasing production

yields diminishing returns to labor.

Boserup’s argument has been well verified. In northern

Greece, for example, labor applied at an annual rate of about

200 h per hectare is about 15 times more productive (in returns

to labor) than labor applied at 2000 h per hectare. The latter

farmer will certainly harvest more per hectare, but will harvest

less per hour of work (Clark and Haswell, 1966; Wilkinson,

1973). Sometimes subsistence intensification might amount

only to the application of extra labor. In other cases it means

increasing the complexity of subsistence production by adding

extra steps such as field preparation, weeding, manuring,

fallowing, or irrigation.

The principle is exemplified in other systems of production.

The American dairy industry, for example, began to practice

more intensive dairying between 1850 and 1910. The major

changes were extending dairying into the winter months,

better feeding, and improved sanitation. Annual yield per cow

improved by 50%, but output per unit of labor declined by

17.5% (Bateman, 1969).

In sectors such as energy and minerals production, it is a

truism that the most accessible deposits are mined first, so

that continued exploitation axiomatically yields lower returns

per unit of effort. In the case of energy, the dilemma is energy

return on investment, where the ratio of BTUs extracted to

BTUs invested continually deteriorates (Hall et al., 1992).

3.2. Producing knowledge

Information is central to sustainability. Producing knowledge

has as great a role in problem solving as producing resources.
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Fig. 2 – Productivity of educational investment for

producing specialized expertise, U.S., 1900–1960

(data from Machlup, 1962, pp. 79 and 91).

Fig. 4 – Productivity of the U.S. health care system,

1930–1982 (data from Worthington [1975, p. 5] and U.S.

Bureau of the Census (1983, pp. 73 and 102)). Productivity

index = (Life expectancy)/(National health expenditures as

percent of GNP).
Yet information also has costs. As knowledge grows more

complex, its production becomes subject to diminishing

returns. This constraint limits its application to problem

solving.

Education provides one example. As any society increases

in complexity it becomes more dependent on information, and

its members require higher levels of education. In 1924, S.G.

Strumilin evaluated the productivity of education in the

nascent Soviet Union. He found that the first 2 years of

education raise a worker’s skills an average of 14.5% per year.

A third year of education causes its productivity to decline, for

skills rise only an additional 8%. Four to six years of education

raise workers’ skills only an additional 4–5% per year

(Tul’chinskii, 1967, pp. 51–52).

A comprehensive study of the costs of education in the

United States was published by Fritz Machlup (1962). In 1957–

1958, home education of pre-school children cost the United

States $886,400,000 per year for each age class from newborn

through 5 (primarily potential income foregone by parents). In

elementary and secondary school the costs increased to

$2,564,538,462 per year per age class (for ages 6 through 18). For
Fig. 3 – Patent applications in respect to research inputs,

U.S., 1942–1958 (data from Machlup, 1962, p. 173).
those who aspired to higher education (33.5% of the eligible

population in 1960), a 4-year course of study cost the nation

$3,189,250,000 per grade per year. Thus, the monetary cost of

education between pre-school, when the most general and

broadly useful education takes place, and college, when the

learning is most specialized, increased in the late 1950s by

1075% per capita. Yet from 1900 to 1960 the productivity of this

investment for producing specialized expertise declined

throughout (Fig. 2). As S.G. Strumilin found in the Soviet

Union in 1924, higher levels of educational investment yield

declining marginal returns.

Science is humanity’s ultimate exercise in problem solving.

The knowledge developed early ina scientificdisciplinetends to

be generalized and inexpensive to produce. Thereafter the work

becomes increasingly specialized. Specialized research tends to

be more costly and difficult to resolve, so that increasing

investments yield declining marginal returns. As easier ques-

tions are resolved, science moves inevitably to more complex

research topics and to more costly organizations.

If we evaluate the productivity of our investment in

science by some measure such as the issuance of patents

(Fig. 3), the long-term productivity of applied research seems

to be declining. Patenting is a controversial measure of

productivity (e.g., Machlup, 1962, pp. 174–175; Schmookler,

1966; Griliches, 1984), but there is good evidence in the field of

medicine, where the return to investment can be readily

determined. Over the 52-year period shown in Fig. 4, from

1930 to 1982, the productivity of the United States health

care system for improving life expectancy declined by

nearly 60%.

The declining productivity of the U.S. health care system

illustrates clearly the historical development of problem-

solving systems. The productivity of medicine is declining

because the inexpensive diseases and ailments wereconquered

first. The basic research that led to penicillin, for example, cost

no more than $20,000. The remaining maladies are more

difficult and costly to cure. As each increasingly expensive

disease is conquered, the increment to average life expectancy

becomes ever smaller. The marginal return to medical invest-

ment progressively declines (Rescher, 1978, 1980).
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Fig. 5 – Debasement of the denarius to 269 AD (data from

Cope (1969, 1974, and unpublished analyses on file in the

British Museum), King (1982), Le Gentilhomme (1962),

Tyler (1975), and Walker (1976, 1977, 1978); see also Besly

and Bland (1983, pp. 26–27) and Tainter (1994, p. 1217)).
3.3. Summary: problem solving and sustainability

Human institutions are always, in part, problem-solving

systems, and the major problem they face is sustaining

themselves. Problem solving is an economic process, in which

costs are assumed and benefits gained. Efforts at problem

solving, as seen in the examples of producing resources and

producing information, commonly evolve along a path of

increasing complexity, higher costs, and declining marginal

returns. Ultimately the problem solving effort may grow so

cumbersome, costly, and ineffective that it is either termi-

nated, collapses, or requires large subsidies. Yet commonly

when the solution to a problem is decided upon, it is a rational,

short-term measure. The higher complexity and cost of

implementing the solution appear incremental and afford-

able. The damage comes from cumulative and long-term

effects, which typically are unforeseen.

This is the key to understanding the development of

unsupportable complexity in problem solving: it grows

perniciously, by small steps, each necessary, each a reason-

able solution, yet each cumulative. Each increment of

complexity builds on what was done before, so that complex-

ity seems to grow exponentially. Such a trend clearly cannot

continue indefinitely.

Environmental constraints affect human sustainability

through problem solving. Environmental problem solving

that generates complexity and high costs will in time prove

unsupportable (Tainter, 1997, 2003; Allen et al., 2003). Thus,

the question of social sustainability concerns not merely the

state of an environmental system, but also whether the

institutions that address environmental issues are effective

problem-solvers. In the next section I briefly describe three

cases of long-term trends in problem solving that produced

quite different outcomes. The cases are historical, yet the

outcomes are pertinent today. The cases describe problem

solving in relation to the political environment, but illustrate

general trends that apply as well to problem solving in the

biophysical environment.
4. Studies in collapse, resiliency, and
sustainability

Long-term developments in problem solving can have

divergent outcomes, and these outcomes have revealing

implications for sustainability. To illustrate these implications

three case studies are briefly discussed: the fifth century AD

collapse of the Western Roman Empire, the revival of the

Byzantine Empire after the seventh century, and European

warfare of the past half millennium. These cases clarify

possible outcomes for present and future problem solving. The

case studies described below are condensed from more

extensive treatments (Tainter, 1988, 1994, 2000b; Allen et al.,

2003), which may be consulted for further details.

4.1. Collapse of the western Roman Empire

The economics of an empire such as the Romans assembled

are seductive but illusory. The returns to any campaign of

conquest are highest initially, when the accumulated sur-
pluses of the conquered peoples are appropriated. Thereafter

the conqueror assumes the cost of administering and

defending the province. These responsibilities may last

centuries, and are paid for from yearly agricultural surpluses

(Tainter et al., 2003).

The Roman government was financed by agricultural taxes

that barely sufficed for ordinary administration. When

extraordinary expenses arose, typically during wars, the

precious metals on hand frequently were insufficient. Facing

the costs of war on the eastern frontier with Parthia and

rebuilding Rome after the Great Fire, Nero began in 64 AD a

policy that later emperors found irresistible. He debased the

primary silver coin, the denarius, reducing the alloy from 98 to

93% silver. It was the first step down a slope that resulted two

centuries later in a currency that was worthless and a

government that was insolvent (Fig. 5).

In the half-century from 235 to 284 the empire nearly came

to an end. There were foreign and civil wars almost without

interruption. The period witnessed 26 legitimate emperors

and perhaps 50 usurpers. Cities were sacked and frontier

provinces devastated. The empire shrank in the 260s to Italy,

the Balkans, and North Africa. By prodigious effort the empire

survived the crisis, but it emerged at the turn of the fourth

century AD as a very different organization.

In response to the crises, the emperors Diocletian and

Constantine, in the late third and early fourth centuries,

designed a government that was larger, more complex, and

more highly organized. They doubled the size of the army. To

pay for this the government taxed its citizens more heavily,

conscripted their labor, and dictated their occupations.

Villages were responsible for the taxes on their members,

and one village could even be held liable for another. Despite

several monetary reforms a stable currency could not be found

(Fig. 6). As masses of worthless coins were produced, prices

rose higher and higher. Money changers in the east would not

convert imperial currency, and the government refused to

accept its own coins for taxes.

With the rise in taxes, population could not recover from

plagues in the second and third centuries. There were chronic
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Fig. 7 – Weight of the Byzantine follis, 498–717 AD (data from

Harl, 1996, p. 197).
Fig. 6 – Reductions in the weight of the Roman follis, 296–

348 AD (data from Van Meter, 1991, p. 47).
shortages of labor. Marginal lands went out of cultivation.

Faced with taxes, peasants would abandon their lands and flee

to the protection of a wealthy landowner. By 400 AD most of

Gaul and Italy were owned by about 20 senatorial families.

From the late fourth century the peoples of central Europe

could no longer be kept out. They forced their way into Roman

lands in western Europe and North Africa. The government

came to rely almost exclusively on troops from Germanic

tribes. When finally they could not be paid, they overthrew the

last emperor in Italy in 476 (Boak, 1955; Russell, 1958; Jones,

1964, 1974; Hodgett, 1972; MacMullen, 1976; Wickham, 1984;

Williams, 1985; Tainter, 1988, 1994; Duncan-Jones, 1990;

Williams and Friell, 1994; Harl, 1996).

The strategy of the later Roman Empire was to respond to a

near-fatal challenge in the third century by increasing the size,

complexity, power, and costliness of the primary problem-

solving system—the government and its army. The higher

costs were undertaken not to expand the empire or to acquire

new wealth, but to maintain the status quo. The benefit/cost

ratio of imperial government declined. In the end the Western

Roman Empire could no longer afford the problem of its own

existence.

4.2. The early Byzantine recovery

The Eastern Roman Empire (usually known as the Byzantine

Empire) survived the fifth century debâcle. Efforts to develop

the economic base, and to improve the effectiveness of the

army, were so successful that by the mid sixth century

Justinian (527–565) could engage in a massive building

program and attempt to recover the western provinces.

By 541 the Byzantines had conquered North Africa and

most of Italy. Then that year bubonic plague swept over the

Mediterranean for the first time. Just as in the fourteenth

century, the plague of the sixth century killed from one-fourth

to one-third of the population. The loss of taxpayers caused

immediate financial and military problems. In the early

seventh century the Slavs and Avars overran the Balkans.

The Persians conquered Syria, Palestine, and Egypt. Constan-

tinople was besieged for 7 years.
The emperor Heraclius cut pay by half in 616, and

proceeded to debase the currency (Fig. 7). These economic

measures facilitated his military strategy. In 626 the siege of

Constantinople was broken. The Byzantines destroyed the

Persian army and occupied the Persian king’s favorite

residence. The Persians had no choice but to surrender all

the territory they had seized. The Persian war lasted 26 years,

and resulted only in restoration of the status quo of a

generation earlier.

The empire was exhausted by the struggle. Arab forces,

newly converted to Islam, defeated the Byzantine army

decisively in 636. Syria, Palestine, and Egypt, the wealthiest

provinces, were lost permanently. The Arabs raided Asia

Minor nearly every year for two centuries, forcing thousands

to hide in underground cities. Constantinople was besieged

each year from 674 to 678. The Bulgars broke into the empire

from the north. The Arabs took Carthage in 697. From 717 to

718 an Arab force besieged Constantinople continuously for

over a year. It seemed that the empire could not survive. The

city was saved in the summer of 718, when the Byzantines

ambushed reinforcements sent through Asia Minor, but the

empire was now merely a shadow of its former size.

Third and fourth century emperors had managed a similar

crisis by increasing the complexity of administration, the

regimentation of the population, and the size of the army. This

was paid for by such levels of taxation that lands were

abandoned and peasants could not replenish the population.

Byzantine emperors could hardly impose more of the same

exploitation on the depleted population of the shrunken

empire. Instead they adopted a strategy that is truly rare in the

history of complex societies: systematic simplification.

Around 659 military pay was cut in half again. The

government had lost so much revenue that even at one-

fourth the previous rate it could not pay its troops. The

solution was for the army to support itself. Soldiers were given

grants of land on condition of hereditary military service. The

Byzantine fiscal administration was correspondingly simpli-

fied.

The transformation ramified throughout Byzantine society.

Both central and provincial government were simplified, and
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the costs of government were reduced. Provincial civil

administration was merged into the military. Cities across

Anatolia contracted to fortified hilltops. The economy devel-

oped into its medieval form, organized around self-sufficient

manors. There was little education beyond basic literacy and

numeracy, and literature itself consisted of little more than

lives of saints. The period is sometimes called the Byzantine

Dark Age.

The simplification rejuvenated Byzantium. The peasant-

soldiers became producers rather than consumers of the

empire’s wealth. By lowering the cost of military defense the

Byzantines secured a better return on their most important

investment. Fighting as they were for their own lands and

families, soldiers performed better.

During the eighth century the empire re-established

control of Greece and the southern Balkans. In the tenth

century the Byzantines reconquered parts of coastal Syria.

Overall after 840 the size of the empire was nearly doubled.

The process culminated in the early eleventh century, when

Basil II conquered the Bulgars and extended the empire’s

boundaries again to the Danube. The Byzantines went from

near disintegration to being the premier power in Europe and

the Near East, an accomplishment won by decreasing the

complexity and costliness of problem solving (Treadgold, 1988,

1995, 1997; Haldon, 1990; Harl, 1996).

4.3. Complexity and sustainability in renaissance and
modern Europe

Arms races are the classic example of diminishing returns to

complexity. Any competitive nation will quickly match an

opponent’s advances in armaments, personnel, logistics, or

intelligence, so that investments typically yield no lasting

advantage or security. The costs of being a competitive state

continuously rise, while the return on investment inexorably

declines.

In Europe of the fifteenth century, siege guns ended the

advantage of stone castles. Fortifications were developed that

could support defensive cannon and that could also survive

bombardment. These new fortifications featured low, thick

walls with angled bastions and extensive outworks. They were

effective but expensive: Siena built such fortifications against

Florence, but was annexed anyway when no money was left

for its army.

Open-field warfare also developed greater complexity.

Massed archers and the pike phalanx made the armored knight

obsolete. These were soon superseded by firearms. Effective use

of firearms took organization and drill. Victory came to depend

not on simple force, but on the right combination of infantry,

cavalry, firearms, cannon, and reserves.

War came to involve ever-larger segments of society and

became more burdensome. Several European states saw the

sizes of their armies increase tenfold between 1500 and 1700.

Yet land warfare became largely stalemated. The new

technologies, and mercenaries, could be bought by any power

with money. When a nation threatened to become dominant,

alliances would form against it. Defeated nations quickly

recovered and were soon ready to fight again.

Warfare evolved into global flanking operations. The

development of sea power and acquisition of colonies became
part of stalemated European warfare. Yet expanding navies

entailed further problems of complexity and cost. In 1511, for

example, James IV of Scotland commissioned the building of

the ship Great Michael. It took almost one-half of a year’s

income to build, and 10% of his annual budget for seamen’s

wages.

In 1499 Louis XII asked what was needed to ensure a

successful campaign in Italy. He was told that three things

alone were required: money, money, and still more money. As

military affairs grew in size and complexity finance became

the main constraint. The cost of putting a soldier in the field

increased by 500% in the decades before 1630. Nations spent

more and more of their income on war, but it was never

enough. The major states had to rely on credit. Even with

riches from her New World colonies, Spain’s debts rose 3000%

in the century after 1556. War loans grew from 18% interest in

the 1520s to 49% in the 1550s.

European competition stimulated great complexity in the

form of technological innovation, development of science,

political transformation, and global expansion. To subsidize

European competition it became necessary to secure the

produce of foreign lands, and later fossil and nuclear fuels.

New forms of energy, and non-local resources, were chan-

neled into this small part of the world. This concentration of

global resources allowed European conflict to reach heights of

complexity and costliness that could never have been

sustained with European resources alone (Kennedy, 1987;

Parker, 1988; Creveld, 1989; Rasler and Thompson, 1989;

Tainter, 1992; Sundberg et al., 1994).
5. Discussion

These cases illustrate divergent outcomes to long-term

problem solving, and different scenarios for the success or

failure of any problem solving system. The scenarios are

collapse; resiliency and recovery through simplification; and

sustainable problem solving based on increasing complexity

subsidized by new resources. These scenarios provide models

for the development of problem-solving institutions (Tainter,

2000b, pp. 33–37; Allen et al., 2003, pp. 389–391).

In the Roman Model, problem solving drives increasing

complexity and costs that cannot be subsidized by new

sources of energy. In time there are diminishing returns to

problem solving. Problem solving continues by extracting

higher levels of resources. Fiscal weakness and disaffection in

time compromise problem solving and initiate collapse.

In the Byzantine Model, the institution, perhaps no longer

having resources to increase complexity, systematically

simplifies. The Byzantine example was a resilient response

because it involved abandoning long-established traditions of

government and society. In such a case, costs are reduced and

the productive system is enhanced. It is a strategy that in the

Byzantine case allowed for fiscal recovery and eventual

expansion. This is also the strategy employed by many

businesses over the past 25 years, in which simplification of

management and elimination of costs contributed to compe-

titiveness and recovery.

Finally, there is the European Model, in which we still par-

ticipate. Problem solving produces ever-increasing complexity
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and consumption of resources, regardless of long-term cost.

The Europeans succeeded in part through competition-

induced ingenuity, but also through luck. Over the horizon

they found new resources that could be turned to European

advantage. Today we fund complexity and problem solving

through fossil and nuclear fuels. We have sustained this

strategy to date, but it is important not to downplay the role of

luck. Sustainability from the Renaissance through today

involved a combination of innovation and finding new energy

sources. In the historical sequence leading to today’s world,

the lucky part was that there were new resources to be

discovered. Had European luck proved otherwise, the world

today would be a very different place.

The framework linking social complexity to sustainability,

and these case studies, convey several lessons about sustain-

ability in a human system. These are:
1. S
ustainability is an active condition of problem solving, not

a passive consequence of consuming less.
2. C
omplexity is a primary problem-solving tool, including

problems of sustainability.
3. C
omplexity in problem solving is an economic function,

and can reach diminishing returns and become ineffective.
4. C
omplexity in problem solving does its damage subtly,

unpredictably, and cumulatively over the long term.

Sustainability must therefore be a historical science.
5. S
ustainability may require greater consumption of resources

rather than less. One must be able to afford sustainability.
6. T
he members of an institution may resort to resiliency as a

strategy of continuity only when the option of sustainability

is foreclosed.
7. A
 society or other institution can be destroyed by the cost of

sustaining itself.

6. Coping with complexity

The study of social complexity does not yield optimistic

results. If social complexity is potentially so detrimental to

sustainability in the long-term, it is worthwhile to develop

strategies to halt or mitigate the process. I offer some thoughts

on the matter, emphasizing that what follows is general and

initiatory.

It is important to emphasize that complexity is not

inherently detrimental. If it were, we would not resort to it

so readily. Complexity is always a benefit-cost function. We

increase complexity to solve problems because most of the

time it works, and the costs either seem affordable, are not

evident, or can be shifted onto others or the future. It is the

cumulative cost of complexity that causes damage.

Seven strategies for coping with complexity can be

discerned. These are not sequential steps, nor are they

mutually exclusive. They are simply ideas that can work

alone or in combination. Some of these strategies would

clearly have only short-term effects, while others may be

effective for longer. The first strategy, however, is essential in

all long-term efforts toward sustainability.
1. B
e aware: Complexity is most insidious when the partici-

pants in an institution are unaware of what causes it.
Managers of problem-solving institutions gain an advan-

tage by understanding how complexity develops, and its

long-term consequences. Developing such an understand-

ing has been the main purpose of this essay and related

work (Tainter, 1988, 1995, 2000a, 2000b; Allen et al., 2003). It

is important to understand that unsustainable complexity

may emerge over periods of time stretching from years to

millennia, and that cumulative costs bring the greatest

problems.
2. D
on’t solve the problem: This option is deceptively simple.

As obvious as it seems, not solving problems is a strategy

that is rarely adopted. The worldview of Western industrial

societies is that ingenuity and incentives can solve all

problems. Ignorance of complexity, combined with the fact

that the cost of solving problems is often deferred or spread

thinly, reinforces our problem-solving inclination. Yet often

we do choose not to solve problems, either because of their

cost or because of competing priorities. Appropriators and

managers often choose not to solve problems. When the

U.S. Congress, for example, terminated funding for the

Superconducting Super Collider in 2003, it was because of

the escalating costs of problem solving in the project.
3. A
ccept and pay the cost of complexity: This is a common

strategy, perhaps the most common in coping with

complexity. It too is deceptively simple. Governments often

pay the cost of problem solving by increasing taxes.

Businesses may do the same by increasing prices. The

problem comes when taxpayers and consumers rebel, or

when a firm’s competitors offer a similar product at a lower

cost. Paying the true, ongoing cost of complexity can

generate high levels of conflict, as in current debates over

internalizing the environmental costs of economic activity.
4. F
ind subsidies to pay costs: This was the strategy employed

by Europeans when they paid the cost of their own

complexity first by appropriating the surpluses of foreign

lands, then by deploying fossil and nuclear fuels. Modern

industrial economies of course run by such subsidies, and

without them could not be nearly so complex. This process

came about through past problem solving (Wilkinson,

1973). As seen in the European case study, the right

subsidies can sustain complex problem solving for cen-

turies. Anxiety over future energy is not just about

maintaining a standard of living. It also concerns our

future problem-solving abilities.
5. S
hift or defer costs: This is one of the most common ways

to pay for complexity. Budget deficits, currency devalua-

tion, and externalizing costs exemplify this principle in

practice. This was the strategy of the Roman Empire in

debasing its currency, which shifted to the future the costs

of containing current crises. Governments before the

Roman Empire also practiced this subterfuge, as have

many since. As seen in the case of the Romans, it is a

strategy that can work only for a time. When it is no longer

feasible, the economic repercussions may be far worse

than if costs had never been deferred. In another example,

the contemporary software industry externalizes the cost

of complexity in its products by shifting the cost of support

onto users and information technology staffs. The debate

over valuing ecosystem services and full-cost accounting

concerns precisely the matter of whether contemporary
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economics should include externalized costs in its

theory.

In a hierarchical institution, the benefits of complexity

often accrue at the top, while the costs are paid primarily by

those at the bottom. These costs are usually invisible to

decision-makers. In such a common situation, the costs

and benefits of complexity are unconnected. Where this is

so, the cost of complexity cannot restrain its growth until

the institution becomes dysfunctional.
6. C
onnect costs and benefits: If one adopts the explicit goal of

controlling complexity, costs and benefits must be con-

nected so explicitly that the tendency for complexity to

grow can be constrained by its costs. In an institution this

means that information about the cost of complexity must

flow accurately and effectively. Yet in a hierarchical

institution, the flow of information from the bottom to

the top is frequently inaccurate and ineffective (McIntosh

et al., 2000, pp. 29–30). Thus, the managers of an institution

tend to be poorly informed about the cost of complexity. In

human institutions, a primary requirement of connecting

costs and benefits is to have effective channels of vertical

communication.

There is much concern among critics of neoclassical

economic theory that the theory glosses over many costs

(Georgescu-Roegen, 1971; Daly, 1977), dismissing these as

‘‘externalities.’’ Attempts to broaden economic theory by

incorporating environmental costs and subsidies are also

an attempt to connect the costs and benefits of complexity.
7. R
ecalibrate or revolutionize the activity: This involves a

fundamental change in how costs and benefits are

connected, and is potentially the most far-reaching

technique for coping with complexity. The strategy may

involve new types of complexity that lower costs, combined

with positive feedback among new elements that amplifies

benefits and produces growth. True revolutions of this sort

are rare, so much so that sometimes we recognize them in

retrospect with a term signifying a new era: the Agricultural

Revolution, the Industrial Revolution, the Information

Revolution, and the like. A hopeful note is that often these

revolutions seem to occur just when they are needed.

Fundamental changes of this sort depend on opportunities

for positive feedback, where elements reinforce each other.

For example, Watt’s steam engine facilitated the mining of

coal by improving pumping water from mines. Cheaper coal

meant more steam engines could be built and put to use,

facilitating even cheaper coal (Wilkinson, 1973). Put a steam

engine on rails and both coal and other products can be

distributed better to consumers. Combine coal, steam

engines, and railroads, and we had most of the components

of the Industrial Revolution, all mutually reinforcing each

other. The economic system became more complex, but the

complexity involved new elements, connections, and

subsidies that produced increasing returns.

The transformation of the U.S. military since the 1970s

provides a more recent example. So profound is this

transformation that it is recognized by its own acronym:

RMA, the revolution in military affairs. The revolution

involves extensive reliance on information technology, as

well as the integration of hardware, software, and person-

nel. Weapons platforms are just part of this revolution,
since weapons now depend on integration with sensors,

satellites, software code, and command systems (Paarlberg,

2004). This is a military that is vastly more complex

than ever before. That complexity is of course costly, but

the benefits include both greater effectiveness and sig-

nificant cost savings. Being able to pinpoint targets means

less waste of ordinance, less need for large numbers of

weapons platforms, and lower quantitative requirements

for personnel.

An initial reaction to these strategies might be that some

seem to enhance sustainability in the long run (e.g., 1, 4, 6, 7),

while others may enhance sustainability in the short-run but

degrade it over time (2, 3, 5). In fact, all solutions to the problem

of complexity are temporary. Since industrial societies inex-

orably generate more and more complexity, there is no opti-

mum level of complexity, no plateau to be maintained by

complexity vigilance. The evolution of complexity, and its

consequences for sustainability, presents a continuously

varying spectrum of opportunities and costs. To use an athletic

metaphor, there is no point where the game is won, or even

ends. Given the role of complexity in both sustainability and

collapse, ‘‘success’’ consists substantially of staying in the

game.
7. Conclusion

In ecology, differentiation and diversity emerge from available

energy and water, and from competition, while greater

diversity is often argued to produce stability or sustainability.

On occasion human systems also differentiate in response to

major influxes of energy. Major complexifications stimulated

by the sudden availability of energy are rare in human history,

and usually such great transitions are themselves initiated by

the search for solutions to problems (e.g., Wilkinson, 1973;

Cohen, 1977). More commonly, social complexity grows

incrementally through the mundane process of day-to-day

adjustments to ordinary problems. Complexity that increases

in this manner may do so prior to the development of

additional energy to fund the increased complexity. We see

this clearly in the Roman and European cases, in which urgent

problems were addressed by rapid increases in complexity.

The complexity was paid for subsequently by increasing

peasant taxation or by finding and deploying new energy

subsidies. In these cases, which illustrate a common process,

complexity emerges from efforts to be sustainable, and energy

production follows increases in complexity.

Problem-solving systems follow trajectories that take

decades, generations, or centuries to complete. Problem

solving can produce stable, increasing, or diminishing returns,

or it can produce all three at different points in time.

Complexity that emerges through problem solving is vital

for sustainability, yet may also undermine it. The difference

between these outcomes emerges in part from where the

problem-solving system lies on an evolving benefit/cost

trajectory.

A primary characteristic of a sustainable society is that it

will have sustainable institutions of problem solving. Until

this point in human history, sustainable institutions have
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been those that give stable or increasing returns, or diminish-

ing returns that can be subsidized by energy supplies of

assured quality, quantity, and cost. Today’s institutions have a

new challenge and a new opportunity. It is to recognize the

subtle, long-term problem of complexity and develop ways to

mitigate or control it.
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